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Dedicated to

the utter 

Divine Truth









Parallel reality

As the elevator was a bus -                                   

in which we lingered

shaped in blocks, on its side

like a rectangular breakfast 

in which each looked hopefully 

at the streak of light

that slid in with precision 

after the lid was unexpectedly, removed

We stayed longer, or went very slowly;

by will, we moved on

like a harnessed horse with a full mouth

like a rattling carriage, indecisively guided

By repeatedly pressing a bell 

we moved steadily upward

like the last bubbles in a collective 

fermenting process

Someone fell ill

and wanted to go to bed 

like a fallen tree

lying with its head rather 

in its own leaves

Then I took my object home

for the time being 
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Someone had constructed 

spinning items in the floor

like an imaginary pottery 

which at full speed 

circularly playing 

their infinite scenario

I could play them by going up 

to my wrists into the soil

like a determined hand 

fanatically moves around 

in a fully filled mixing bowl

I was looking for my works of art

got into the wrong room, however

they almost fell over

like overloaded pies 

just before the liberation dinner

Someone came 

with a vacuum cleaner

who stuck the end of the hose

accurately pointed 

in the middle of my face

like a dove using its beak

eagerly precise 

on a cookie crumb

I grabbed and pushed it

as an unwanted, unwelcome object

firmly down
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I had to take an exam, refused

like a donkey its rider

put all my heels in the sand

did nothing more

like a sunbathing cat

in its window bed

and although 

I actually had to pay

I never ever

heard from it 

again

Gift

Like the seeds with new life 

in a lost lump of feces

the flooded gutter

in full conviction

obstinately remains blocked
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Denied shrunken

Since we have tried 

en masse

to hide behind each other

nevertheless 

more and more 

fell off

like a long division 

which despite its size 

but rather in value 

is shrinking

Reactive 

The reply to the response

to the rejoinder, from the answer

was a counter-reply

to the feedback from the defense

to the preceding reaction

to the out of sight reason

 

which above all 

would learn the most

from short-circuiting
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Hyenas in the retirement home

The weakest 

were used as prey

repeatedly torn apart

by the fox in the henhouse

lured to be gobbled up

Which by the way

did not benefit in any way

the species itself

Sadly lost wisdom

wasted, consumed, blunted

put away, encapsulated 

years of experience

in one far too short breath

wiped away, erased

shortchanged, suspended

Health Check

“Would you mind 

sneezing 

in my face 

for a moment?”
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Loner

Rarely do I meet someone

put films with tableware 

at a distance 

the usually social 

being precisely programmed

truncated distance

with too much, mostly

ongoing nonsensical

oh so predictable

penetratingly poor

pointless, non-stop

talking

so is it so strange

to be in my own presence

creatively creating

just happy?

Inseparable

Wherever you go

there you have been,

at least
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Unthinkingly unexpectedly within six feet

See how they 

are spastically shying

when you  

frontally or in a feint 

are heading towards them

like a dog behind the window

is waiting,-

for the next customer

so its vocal cords 

irrevocably 

loudly asserts

within the starting block

of six feet

Desire for control

To manipulate

gives them maximum power

like a placebo

that laughs

triumphantly

at any pharmaceutical
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Vacation resort

Dreaming

of the inside of the earth

I met highly developed life

there where our supposed lava 

has never been stored

They investigated my energy field

rightly, with reserved respect

cautiously

After all, who are eating 

their four-legged friends?

are killing each other, mercilessly?

They know it all 

as carefully skilled 

medium and ultra long-range 

telepathic receivers

Out of discomfort

I sigh guiltily

I shake unconsciously

while their sun amazes me

like a lighthouse 

surrounded by moths

As my head shines

during a light-filled 

shimmering weekend
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a skittish glimpse of the future

where even the most predatory man

finally, will mutate into

Exposed 

The darkness

got at once

a bright lamp

in his beak

who's light bounced 

instantly back 

from the rebound

so that in fact

for us, little else

was left

but to inexorably

deal with it

since it had

undeniably

hopelessly, disclosed

itself
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Probability grip

Who wanted to hammer a nail 

in the air

hit on his own thumb

for the time being

or rather would like 

to spit in the air

without in the last place

hitting the bottom of 

his own shoe

Derivative

The fallacy

disintegrates

from lack of space 

forms a handful of clouds 

puffed out, dispersed

in less than no time

far away forgotten

like a vanished water circle
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Before you know it

The accepted average

brainwashed that 

what had long since 

ceased to be normal

shiny polished

to the outside

Packed comfort

with its own agenda

à la Trojan horse

preventively

yet finally

fully booked

Thank you in advance

Even before you

could interfere with 

my life 

I'll throw you out

beforehand
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Name change

Mrs.  Wuustwezel-Chaincase

had rather

remained unmarried

Manipulation tactics

They knew

that the old trauma

would fulfill

by integrally

automate it

unlimitedly

let it reintegrate

as a feedback loop
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Consistently passed on

As they obstinately

weaponized

our immune system

against ourselves

So will they, in time

sooner than expected

guaranteed, go down

by themselves

Neglected talented

Sleeping Beauty recognizes herself

more and more

in our human DNA

and is on her way 

to full strength

all of a sudden awake

on a lost Sunday night

fully telepathic and telekinetic 

flies joyfully and energetically

beyond time and gravity
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No, thank you

If you don't acknowledge

my highest good

and think you have to

merchandise me

I wave goodbye 

to our encounter

genuinely

determinedly powerful

well considered

away with the wind

Unknown reflected 

When everything around me

were a true

reflection

of who I - in essence

am within

then I suppose

that this hidden mirror

displays quite a few 

unchecked, distorted

biased blemishes
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